In this paper we introduce the notion of an Open Non-uniform Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (NuCAD), and present an efficient model-based algorithm for constructing an Open NuCAD from an input formula. A NuCAD is a generalization of Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) as defined by Collins in his seminal work from the early 1970s, and as extended in concepts like Hong's partial CAD. A NuCAD, like a CAD, is a decomposition of R n into cylindrical cells. But unlike a CAD, the cells in a NuCAD need not be arranged cylindrically. It is in this sense that NuCADs are not uniformly cylindrical. However, NuCADs -like CADs -carry a tree-like structure that relates different cells. It is a very different tree but, as with the CAD tree structure, it allows some operations to be performed efficiently, for example locating the containing cell for an arbitrary input point.
Introduction
This paper introduces a new model-based approach to constructing Cylindrical Algebraic Decompositions (CADs). The model-based approach, building on [4] and [1] , has some very nice properties (described later in the paper) that make it appealing. However, prior work has not applied it to constructing CADs. Jovanovic and de Moura's work [4] , which introduced the approach, uses it to determine the satisfiability of Tarski formulas. In some sense, their approach can be seen as building a CAD-like decomposition. However, what is constructed is an unstructured list of cells, which makes it unsuitable for some of what CADs are used for. Moreover, the method is not obviously parallelizable, and it doesn't take as strong advantage of the "modelbased approach" as is possible. [1] shows how to make stronger use of the "model" during the construction of a single open cell. This paper continues in one of the directions outlined in that paper, using the strong model-based approach to construct not just a single cylindrical cell, but a whole decomposition of real space into cylindrical cells.
A particularly exciting aspect of this new model-based approach is that while each cell in the decomposition is cylindrical, those cells need not by cylindrically arranged with respect to one another. This frees us to construct more general decompositions than CADs, thereby representing semi-algebraic sets with fewer cells. To make use of this freedom, we introduce a new generalization of CAD, the Open Non-uniform Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (Open NuCAD), and an algorithm TI-Open-NuCAD that efficiently constructs an Open NuCAD from an input formula. As demonstrated by an example computation that is worked out in detail in this paper, the flexibility of NuCADs allow sets to be represented using fewer cells than with a CAD. 1 
Non-uniform Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition
In this section we define Non-uniform Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition. We assume the reader is already familiar with the usual CAD notions -like delineability, level of a polynomial, etc. Note that λ denotes the empty string in what follows, || indicates concatenation, and π k (·) denotes projection down onto R k . This paper deals with open cylindrical cells which, except in the trivial case of a single cell, cannot truly decompose R n . Instead, we say that a set of open regions defines a weak decomposition of R n if the regions are pairwise disjoint, and the union of their closures contains R n . We here provide a definition of an open cylindrical cell. This is entirely in keeping with the usual definition of a cell in the CAD literature.
Definition 1 An Open Cylindrical Cell is a subset of R n is a set of the form
where B is an open cylindrical cell in R n−1 and the graphs of f and g over B are disjoint sections of polynomials, and () is considered an open cylindrical cell in R 0 .
Next we define Open Non-uniform Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (Open NuCAD), which relaxes the requirements of the usual CAD. In particular, it is possible to have two cells whose projections onto a lower dimension are neither equal nor disjoint. In other words, while each individual cell is cylindrical, distinct cells are not necessarily organized into cylinders.
Definition 2 An Open Non-uniform Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (Open NuCAD) of R n is a collection C of open cylindrical cells, each of which is labelled with a unique string of the form ([0−9]+(L, U, X)) * . The relation E = {(C 1 , C 2 )|C 1 and C 2 are cells with labels lab 1 and lab 2 satisfying lab 2 = lab 1 ([0 − 9] + (L, U, X))} defines a graph on the cells.
1. the graph (C, E) is a tree, rooted at cell R n , with label λ (the empty string), 2. the children of cell C 0 with label lab 0 have labels taken from the set {lab 0 1L, . . . , lab 0 nL, lab 0 1U, . . . , lab 0 nU, lab 0 nX} and if C 0 has children, then one of them is labelled lab 0 nX, 3. if cell C 2 is the child of C 1 with label lab 1 nX, then C 2 ⊆ C 1 and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, in the cylinder over over π i−1 (C 2 ) the section that defines the lower (resp. upper) boundary of C 2 in x i is either identical to or disjoint from the section that defines the lower (resp. upper) boundary of C 1 in x i 4. if cell C X is the child of C 0 with label lab 0 nX, then
consists of zero one or two open cells: the region with i-coordinates below π i (C X ) if it is non-empty, which is denoted B L , and the region with i-coordinates above π i (C X ) if it is non-empty, which is denoted B U . There is a cell with label lab 0 iL if and only if B L is non-empty and, if it exists, that cell is
There is a cell with label lab 0 iU if and only if B U is non-empty and, if it exists, that cell is
Next we prove that NuCADs really do define decompositions of R n or, more properly, Open NuCADs define weak decompositions of R n .
Theorem 1 If cell C 0 is a non-leaf node in the graph (C, E), its children form a weak decomposition of C 0 .
Proof. What needs to be proved is that there is no open subset of C 0 having empty intersection with all of the children of C 0 . Let S be an open, connected subset of C 0 . Let i be the maximum element of {1, . . . , n+1} such that π i−1 (S) ⊆ π i−1 (C X ). If i = n + 1, then S is contained in C X , the child that, by definition, must exist. So the theorem holds in this case.
Consider the key expression (1) from Point 4 of Definition 2 with regards to i:
This shows that one or both of the regions B L and B U from Point 4 have non-empty intersection with π i (S), and thus is/are non-empty. Suppose B L ∩ π i (S) = ∅ (the case for B U is entirely analogous, and so will not be given explicitly). Since B L is non-empty, by definition C 0 has a child with label
which proves the theorem.
Corollary 1
The leaf cells of an Open NuCAD comprise a weak decomposition of R n .
Algorithms
We will follow the OpenCell data structure definition provided in [1] , with the following additions:
1. each cell carries a sample point α with it 2. each cell has an associated set P of irreducible polynomials that are known to be sign-invariant (which implies order-invariant, since these are open cells) within the cell.
3. each cell has an associated label lab of the form
We assume the existence of a procedure OC-Merge-Set that is analogous to the procedure O-P-Merge defined in [1] , except that instead of merging a single polynomial P with a given OneCell C, it merges a set Q of polynomials with a given OneCell C. This could be realized by simply applying O-P-Merge iteratively, or via a divide-and-conquer approach as alluded to in the final section of [1] . We will assume that this procedure manipulates OneCell data structures with the augmentations described above. The label lab and point α for the refined cell returned by OC-Merge-Set is simply inherited from the input OneCell C, and the associated set of polynomials is the super-set of P ∪ Q (where P is the set associated with C) defined by the projection factors computed during the refinement process -all of which are known to be sign-invariant in the refined OneCell. 3
Algorithm: Split Input: OpenCell D (with point α ∈ R n , projection factor set P , and label lab), and Formula F Output: queue of OpenCells that is either empty (in which case F is truth-invariant in D), or whose elements comprise a valid set of children for D according to Definition 1 (in which case F is truth-invariant in the cell with label labnX).
1. choose Q ⊂ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] such that Q ∩ P = ∅ and the sign-invariance of the elements of P ∪ Q within a connected region containing α implies the truth-invariance of F ; if Q = ∅ return an empty queue
Step 2 4. enqueue D , α, P , lab on output queue, where P is produced by the merge process, and lab = lab||nX
ii. for j from i to n, choose γ j so that Algorithm: TI-Open-NuCAD Input: Formula F in variables x 1 , . . . , x n Output: Open-NuCAD C in the leaf cells of which F is truth invariant
2. let Q be an empty queue 3. enqueue in Q and add to C the OneCell representing R n , with point α chosen arbitrarily, P = {}, and label lab = λ. 
return C
Note that no one method for choosing Q in Step 1 of the algorithm Split is specified. There are different ways to do this, and which one is employed may well affect practical performance quite a bit and will warrant future investigation. One point we will make, however, is that α plays a role in making this choice. For example, suppose F = f 1 > 0 ∧ f 2 > 0 ∧ · · · ∧ f r > 0, and suppose F is False at α. To choose Q we need only find one f i / ∈ P that is negative at α. If there are multiple such f i 's, we could choose among them in several different ways. We could take the lowest level f i . We could prefer low-degree f i 's. If all potential f i 's are of level n, we could substitute (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ) into all of them, examine the CAD of R 1 that results, and choose the f i based on that information.
An Example Open NuCAD Construction
Consider the input formula F = [16y − 16x
. We will follow the execution Algorithm TI-Open-NuCAD on this input. In the interest of space, we will name the polynomials that will appear in the computation up front:
. Split(C 0 ): F (α) = False, choose Q = {f 1 }, enqueue the following cells
3. C 1 's label ends in X, so it is not processed further 4. Split(C 2 ): F (α) = False, choose Q = {f 2 }, enqueue the following cells
, lab = 2U 2U, α = (0, 2), P = {f 1 , f * 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 5 } 5. C 3 's label ends in X, so it is not processed further 6. Split(C 4 ): F (α) = True, choose Q = {f 2 }, enqueue the following cells
enqueue the following cells
8. all remaining cells in Q either have labels that end in X or, when the call to Split is made, are not split further. Figure 1 shows the NuCAD tree resulting from the above execution of the TI-Open-NuCAD algorithm. There are seven leaf nodes, which mean R 2 has been decomposed into seven cells. The standard truth-invariant CAD for input formula F (shown circled in Figure 1 ) contains 16 open cells in R 2 . The Open NuCAD fails to be an Open CAD because the projections onto R 1 of the cell 2X and any other leaf cell are neither disjoint nor identical.
The primary purpose of this example is to illustrate the basic functioning of TI-Open-NuCAD, and to illustrate the Open NuCAD data structure. Hopefully it has been successful in this. There are two important limitations to this example, though. First of all, Step 3, which deals with "fail" results returned by the OCMerge-Set operation, is not illustrated. Secondly, and more importantly, because this example only involves two variables there is no opportunity to illustrate the reduction in the number and size of projection factor sets that we expect to accompany the model-based approach to CAD construction.
The correctness of TI-Open-NuCAD
In this section we sketch a proof of the correctness of TI-Open-NuCAD. In fact, TI-Open-NuCAD clearly meets its specification provided that Split meets its specification, and that termination can be proved. First we prove a lemma that is key to showing the termination of TI-Open-NuCAD.
For Open OneCell D we denote the set of polynomials whose sections define the boundaries of D by bpolys(D) (note that they will be irreducible). For Tarski formula F we denote the set of irreducible factors of polynomials appearing on the left-hand-side of the atomic formulas of F when they are normalized to be of the form f σ 0 by f actors(F ). 
Proof. First we note that if
Step 2 produces D = (Fail, f ) then although the sample point α and some of the algebraic numbers in the data-structure may change, the defining formula for D and, therefore, the elements of bpolys(D) remain the same. Next we note that if Step 2 produces a cell D (i.e. does not produce Fail) then the specification of the O-P-Merge algorithm from [1] , and by extension the OCMerge-Set algorithm called in Step 2, guarantees that bpolys(D ) is a subset of the closure under the Open McCallum projection of bpolys(D) ∪ Q. Since Q ⊆ f actors(F ), we have bpolys(D ) ⊆ H. For any cell C enqueued on the output queue, at each level i, the boundaries of C are sections of polynomials from the set
.u}, which is a subset of H.
Lemma 2
The Algorithm Split(D, F ) terminates and meets its specification.
Proof. As long as
Step 3 only produces new values for point α that are in the cell defined by D and Step 2 eventually produces a non-Fail result, Split(D, F ) clearly meets it specification. Moreover, if the body of
Step 3 is executed and α is in the cell defined by D (which is certainly true initially), then the new value of α is also in the cell defined by D. This is clear because γ i is chosen from the interval (max(ζ,
.U ), and for j ∈ {i + 1, . . . , n}, γ j is chosen specifically to satisfy the defining formula
What remains to be proven is termination, which boils down to showing that the call to OC-Merge-Set in Step 2 eventually returns a non-Fail result. If we were assured that OC-Merge-Set would produce thesame projection factors for the perturbed α as for the original, this would be clear. Unfortunately, we cannot be sure of that. Thus, we require a more subtle argument. First, we note that each perturbation leaves the x k th coordinate unchanged for all k < i, reduces the ith coordinates α i so that it changes from a root of g(α 1 , . . . , α i−1 , x i ) to something slightly smaller (Step 3c), and potentially changes the remaining coordinates.
Suppose Split does not terminate. Then there is an infinite sequence of α values and associated f 's satisfying f (α) = 0. Note that all the polynomials f as well as all the elements of the set L constructed from F come from the closure under the McCallum projection of bpolys(D) ∪ factors(F ), which we'll denote P M C . Let α (0) , α (1) , . . . be the infinite sequence of values for α as the process progresses, let f (0) , f (1) , . . . be the infinite sequence of associated f 's and L (0) , L (1) , . . . and i (0) , i (1) , . . . be the associated values for L and i arrived at by Step 3b. We note that for any k, the elements
, where
We also note that the polynomial set {A(m, ρ)|m ∈ {1, . . . , n} ∧ ρ ∈ R n } is finite. So, for each k we have
) and thus is a zero of
We will show that for each level r, there is a value k after which the rth coordinate of α (k) never changes. We proceed by induction on r.
Consider the case r = 1. Consider the subsequence k 1 , k 2 , . . . of all indices k for which
is a zero of A(1, α (kj ) ). Moreover, the new value of α 1 is smaller than the previous value and, since the value of the 1st component of α is otherwise never changed, α
is strictly decreasing over the subsequence k 1 , k 2 , . . .. Since A(1, β) is the same for any β ∈ R n , and it has finitely many roots, there are only finitely many elements of the subsequence. In particular, there is a largest index k * in the subsequence (k * can be taken as zero if the subsequence is empty), and α 1 is constant over all indices greater than k * .
Suppose r > 1. Assume, by induction, that the result holds for all smaller values of r. Then there is an index k such that for all k > k the first r − 1 components of α (k) are constant. So, for all k > k , the rth component of α (k) is non-increasing. Consider the subsequence k 1 , k 2 , . . . of all indices k > k for which i (k) = r. Note that because the rth component of α is reduced at each step for which i (k) = r, the sequence of values α is a zero of A(r, α (kj ) ).
Since there are only finitely many polynomials A(r, β), where β ∈ (α (k +1) 1
, . . . , α (k +1) r−1 ) × R n−r+1 , each having only finitely many roots, there are only finitely many elements in the subsequence. In particular, there is a largest index k * in the subsequence (k * can be taken as k if the subsequence is empty), and α r is constant over all indices larger than k * .
Thus, we have proven that there is an index k such that for all k > k , all coordinates of α (k) are constant. This is a contradiction, since executing Step 3 changes α, which means that our assumption that there is an input for which Split does not terminate is invalid. This completes our proof of the termination and correctness of Split.
Theorem 2 Algorithm TI-Open-NuCAD terminates, and meets its specification.
Proof. Lemma 2 shows that Split terminates and is correct. Lemma 1 shows that the boundary polynomials for the cells returned by Split are elements of the closure under the Open McCallum projection of factors(F ). Thus for any cell D returned by Split, and any cell C from the CAD produced by the Open McCallum
